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RELIGION
... in the time of internet, global warming, social media, feminism, Google, political corectness, 

Chatgpt, sustainability... what do the spirits say?

“Religion is the same word as religare, to bind: to attach, to connect” 1

RANGJUNG YESHE GOMDE   https://gomde.eu/
wants us to design

a place where gods and humans talk 

It is a Talk between the EARTH and the SKY
between WORLD and HISTORY

between NATURE and CULTURE

How can we host this event? 
Gods are around. They are curious -

...Zeus, Yahweh, Odin, Apollo, David, Moses, Krishna, Buddha, Jesus, Freya, Aphrodite, Thor, 
Mohamed, Hercules, Anubis, Azrael, Osiris, Gabriel, Allah, Brahma, Ra, Zen, Contemplation, 

Mysticism, Enlightenment, Salvation, Myth, Ascension, Mantra, Rosary, Incantation, Monastery, 
Monasticism, Hermitage, Mindfulness, Grace, Augury, Lama, Priest, Priestess, Mandala, Cross, 
Totem, Compassion, Charity, Offering, Samsara, Resurrection, Reincarnation, Stupa, Cathedral, 

Parthenon...

- ready to help us design - 

PANTHEON
RITUAL

MEDITATION
CONTRACT

CONSTITUTION

Each God with its own temper:

“Be vigilant,” said the Buddha.2

You will all lose faith in me this night. Jesus said to them3

To carry off Europa, the bull Zeus emerged from the sea and then plunged back into it again.4

Oracle of Delphi looked at them, and said:

A life in which the gods are not invited isn’t worth living.5

Let us welcome the gods, and build them a house in the Alps :)  
@47.9264623,13.9470916   https://goo.gl/maps/7XPnrCD76D1KJHjA9

together with https://lehmag.ch/

🌸🌸

[1] Serres, The Birth of Physics, [2] Calasso, Ka Stories of the Mind and Gods of India [3] Girard, The Scapegoat [4,5] Calasso, 
The Marriage of Cadmus and Harmony
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Studio 0MORE uses Artificial Intelligence to deal with 
online information in large quantities and articulate: a 

MOVIE to set the direction of the project, a BRAND to 
give it a face, a BANQUET to discuss design decisions, 

and PERSPECTIVES to observe the project’s position in its 
enviroment.

For Studio 0MORE, today’s connected world requires the 
architect to be a digitally literate persona and nimble in 

addressing the ideas that challenge the world on a global 
scale, in the same manner as the 2,000 year old tradition of 

architecture treatises demands from itself.

The goals of the Studio 0MORE are:
Identify and construct an understanding of today’s 

technologies.
Develop methodologies to design architecture with an 

abundance of online information.
Perform delicate balances between Artificial Intelligence and 

Human Intelligence.
Assess the importance of being a digitally literate architect 

today.
Use all this knowledge to build architecture.

0more.net
https://www.youtube.com/@houseofcodedobjects

Thursdays at 10.30 at studio 2 
kickoff 05.10.2023 at 10.30



Old Testament

In the beginning God created 
the heavens and the earth.

New Testament

In the beginning was the 
Word, and the Word was 

with God, and the Word was 
God.

Classic of Change

beginning expansion profit 
rectitude
Theogony Hesiod

Of the Muses of Helicon let 
us begin to sing 

Jullien__The_Book_of_Beginnings


